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Boo-tiful Crafts
Decorate with handmade crafts

for a truly spooktacular Halloween!

FloraCraft® makes it quick, easy and

inexpensive with our STYROFOAM™

brand foam. STYROFOAM* comes

in an uncanny variety of shapes and

sizes. It’s almost scary how many ways

there are to cut, cover and finish it.

You’ll find some of our favorite

Halloween craft ideas in these pages.

Just add your own creative touches

to make them truly one of a kind!
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Eerie Eyeballs
What an eyeful! We decorated balls and eggs of STYROFOAM* with fabric

paint, then heated plastic wrap over them to achieve a high-gloss look.

(Cut balls and eggs in half, then glue the two pieces together for double

eyes.) Opposite page: Wrap gauze and feather boas around cones of

STYROFOAM* for ghostly good tablescapes.
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Monster Mash
Put your mad scientist skills to work!

“Grow” a man-eating plant by placing

a ball of STYROFOAM* inside a

decorative take-out container. Push

a dowel into the ball base and attach

another ball of STYROFOAM* to the

top of the dowel. We embellished our

plants with silk flowers, leaves, googly

eyes and chenille stems – but you can

use any materials you like.

Want to create a monster? Start with

Frankenstein: Cover a foam cube with

green construction paper and top it

off with felt “hair.” Cut foam eggs in

half for ears and small balls in half for

eyelids. Glue them and a nose ball to

the papered cube. Use fabric paint

to add some character to the face

and attach two bolts for authenticity.

Get creative to craft Dracula, the

Wolfman and other movie monsters!
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Furry Fiends
We’ve glued furry yarns and googly eyes to balls of STYROFOAM* for an awww-ful

sight. You can place a whole bunch of them in a bowl for a silly centerpiece. Want

to add some height to your Halloween display? Wrap and glue feather boas around

cones of STYROFOAM*, then finish them off with ribbon and googly eyes.
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Creepy Critters
Use a FloraCraft® StyroCutter® to cut animal shapes out of a sheet of

STYROFOAM*, then paint them black and add a touch of glitter. A dowel,

some feathers and an inverted flowerpot complete this eerily easy display.
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Tangled Webs
Trace a web onto a foam

sheet and cut it out with

a StyroCutter® Plus, which

works best for these intricate

patterns. Spray-paint the

web your desired color.

Want a bigger web?

Just glue sheets of

STYROFOAM* together!

Best Witches
Draw up your own haunted

house plans and trace them

onto a sheet of STYROFOAM*.

A StyroCutter® Plus will enable

you to achieve frighteningly

fine details – windows, turrets,

ghostly figures, you name it.

Add other cutout shapes –

witches, pumpkins, goblins and

more – to create a weird and

wonderful wallscape!
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Too Sweet to Eat
We created this candy corn family using various-sized cones of STYROFOAM*.

A FloraCraft® Foam Cutter enabled us to shape cones to look more like candy

corn, with flat fronts and backs. (We reserved the scraps to create the cat,

dog and feet.) Tip: Coat cones with modeling paste or gesso before painting.



Wacky Walls
Cast a spell over your household

with some eye-catching wall art.

It can be as easy as covering

sheets of STYROFOAM* with

Halloween-themed dishtowels –

just pin and glue the fabric

to the back. Then add some

bewitching bric-a-brac,

“ghost” cards and “fang”

mail. SYTROFOAM* is a blank

canvas – make it your own!
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Scary Scenes
FloraCraft’s Make It: Fun® Project

Bricks – Haunted Edition is a boxed

collection of black “bricks” of

STYROFOAM* and chenille stems.

Bricks can be cut to any size and

manipulated into different shapes

to build a variety of three-dimensional

Halloween playgrounds, including this

haunted mansion and graveyard. Use

chenille stems to adorn your creations

with "iron" gates and fences. Glue and

craft sticks keep your design intact,

and you can add spooky touches like

cobwebs, trees and character figures.
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Make It: Fun this Halloween with STYROFOAM* brand foam and crafting tips from
Floracraft®. Be sure to visit www.makeitfuncrafts.com for more money-saving,
creativity-boosting craft projects – for this season, and every season!

A Crafting Community
We want to know what you’re doing with STYROFOAM® brand foam!

Join Make It Fun® on Facebook to share ideas, tips and photos with

fellow crafters. You’ll also find templates and design ideas there,

as well as at www.styrofoamcrafts.com and www.makeitfuncrafts.com.
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